Bright Summer Pack by AKVIS: Capturing Sun Kissed Memories
August 17, 2021 — AKVIS launches the new Bright Summer frame pack! The set includes 100 picture
frames of high quality, 50 horizontal and 50 vertical templates dedicated to the most colorful time of
the year. The picture frames are intended for use with the AKVIS programs.
With summer coming to an end and fall on the horizon, AKVIS announces the release of the
new Bright Summer frame pack — just in time to decorate vacation photos! The picture frame
collection offers 100 templates of superior quality, 50 horizontal and 50 vertical designs created by
professional artists and illustrators specially for AKVIS.
The new frame pack is inspired by summer vibes and is a perfect fit for vacation and travel photos to
give them a vibrant and vivid look. The ready-made picture frames are decorated with summer fruits
and berries, butterflies and floral motifs as well as nautical accents including seashells, starfish and
other beach treasures. There is a suitable frame for any photo!
The Bright Summer pack makes it easy to create a marine style photo book or smash journal,
embellish social media images or a seaside photo shoot pictures, make a summer schedule for kids
or prepare tropical party invitation cards. Pretty much every image will benefit from these lovely
designs.
Now, AKVIS offers 71 themed frame packs sorted by categories: Hobbies & Interests, Styles &
Trends, Holidays & Events, Seasons, Countries, and Family. The new product enters
the Seasons group.
The frame packs can be used with the AKVIS Frames program (available for free) and with AKVIS
ArtSuite (standalone version) on Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10; Mac OS X 10.10-10.11, macOS 10.12-11.0.
The Bright Summer pack sells for $17.00. All seasons-inspired frame packs by AKVIS are offered as
a bundle with 30% discount. Also, AKVIS offers the All Picture Frames bundle: 71 packs for $380.00,
an average $5.35 per pack. For more information about the new product, visit akvis.com.
AKVIS (akvis.com) specializes in the development of image and video processing software. Since the
company's launch in 2004, it has released a number of successful products for Windows and Mac.
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